
Schoolhouse Scribbles 

Highlights of the Month 
 

Dear Schoolhouse Families, 

 As May comes to an end we want to thank our Kids Club parents for making this month 

so magical for the children! Our mothers day celebration was beautiful and would not have 

turned out so wonderfully if it wasn’t for your presence! The May Day mixer was also a hit! 

Thank you for encouraging a green thumb and healthy planet in the children, we shared a great 

day of plants, treats, and heat– That sounds a lot like the Zoo trip as well! Now as we move for-

ward into June we hope future events like our music concert, fathers day, and last day of school 

are just as pleasant for the students, leaving them full of stories to take to kids club! In kids club 

we have been just as busy! 

Science- Ms. Poirier had the children make blue pay dough! We did tons of videos and hands-

on learning activities to intrigue the students and fill their minds with science! We learned how 

soap, watercolors, and milk interact, a little about the North Star, and how to make Oobleck! 

Art– Art projects have been lead by Mrs. Lapalikar this month, the kids have had plenty of fun 

painting and working with tools to make windmills, cherry blossom trees, and ending the month 

with an American flag for memorial day! We hope you have enjoyed each and every art project 

brought home as much as we have! 

Theatre- Ms. Postek had the children live as goldilocks for one day! We read and watched the 

story of Goldilocks and the Three Bears, afterwards each child went through a set of props test-

ing each chair and bed, as other students watched. It was a fun interactive exercise that also al-

lowed the students to explore their vocabulary. Ex. “This chair is too hard.. This chair is too 

slippery… This chair is just right! 

Gym- Ms. Arbel Lead the children through yoga exercises on weeks it was too hot outdoors to 

do gym on the playground, however we still had week of gym outside to use our parachute! The 

children also did games and obstacle courses even “musical hoops” one day! 

Sign Language–  Our Students have practiced the alphabet and names!! Ask your child what 

they remember! We also learned keywords to correspond with holidays throughout May.  

Thank You for choosing Kids Club, we will do everything we can to keep your child happy 

and safe!  
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Dr. Maria Montessori Words: 

“Growth comes from activity, not from intellectual understanding”.  
 


